New methods and techniques for sensing the wave aberrations of human eyes.
During the past decade, there has been a remarkable expansion of the application of wavefront-related technologies to the human eye. The ability to measure the wavefront aberrations (WA) of an individual eye has greatly improved our understanding on the optical properties of the human eye. The development of wavefront sensors has further generated an intensive effort to revise methods to correct vision. Wavefront sensors have offered the promise of a new generation of visual correction methods that can correct high order aberrations beyond defocus and astigmatism, that is, the wavefront-guided excimer laser platforms and adaptive optics, thus improving visual performance or fundus imaging at unprecedented spatial resolution. On the other hand, current wavefront technologies suffer from some inaccuracies that may limit a wider expansion in the clinical environment. Several innovative approaches have been developed to overcome the limits of standard wavefront sensing techniques. Curvature sensing, pyramid sensing and interferometry currently represent the most reliable methods to revise and improve the measurement and reconstruction of the WA of human eyes. This review describes advantages and disadvantages of current wavefront sensing technologies and provides recent knowledge on innovative methods for sensing the WA of human eyes. In the near future, we expect to benefit from these new wavefront sensor elements, including their application in the personalised correction of optical aberrations and adaptive optics imaging of the eye.